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AHS1RACT . ..,
. Bedauseot the decline of farm population and fam'ily'

farms., the increase in energy-intensivity, and concentration process
in.agriculture, a rising tide or. criticism E4 focused _on the land .

.grant system. and its role in 'encouraging scientific applications ',

supporting these trends. A sttidy was,conducted to develop a strategy.(
that would chtange agricultural research priorities_at the Univerity
"of California and yet remain within the existing netwo.ck of
agricultural organizations, the United StAtes Department of
Agricultdre, dnd the.land granI 'complex of colleges. 'The strategy
that emerged included a *umber of specific goals, incluging (1)

reducing- the energy consumption in agiticulture, (2); halting the
'decline in the number "oa'tarms, (3) supporting self-production of
food, (4) equalizing income within the agriculturalproducing sector,
() reducing chemical applications in agriculture, (6) holding food
quality con'stant or improVing .it, (7) holding food prices constant;
sand (8) limiting further concentration in agricultural production.
Key elements of- this strategy include drioritizing social and

I)
research goals, providing tile appropriate agency with time to
generat research to fulfill these,goals, and attaching'limited but
distin tive penalties to the failure to develop researcOtrajectories

. in keeping,with the godls. This document also presents a"procedure
for assessinlthe research contribution through social impact
assessmept and examinee the difficulties of developing change.

'. .strategies. (Author/DS)
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AbstrAct ,.

! .

lieceruse of thee- decline of far'n\ popidation and family farms,
increasing energy-intensivity, and concentration process in agriculture,
a rising tide .of triticism.has focused on the land-grant. system and its
role in encouraging scientific applications supporting these trends. ,

.A. strategy to ehange agricultural research priorities is proposed
focused on the prioritization of. social goals by the legislature. These
goals include 'the red.uction of energy cOnsupption in agriculture, halt-
ing the decline in the numbers of farms, supporting self-production of
food, equalizing ipcome within the agricultural productipn sector,
miticing chemical applications in ggricultu?e,tiolding food quality eon-
stant .or improving it, holding food prices constant, and limiting further
concentration in agrultural prodUction. One means, directly under tile
control 'of the University 'itself, is presented as a social goal: broadening,
the advisory apparatus or the University of Oaliforni 's agricultural-divf-1

sion *to include new constituencies. Although foc4ed on California,
the proposed strategy is. viewed as having applicability in other cir- .

. .
cumstances.

lialplementation of the goals would be effected through a base-
declining budget for agricultural research .in which failure to redirect
research priorities would result ib transfer of budget .to agencies other
than the University capable of supporting the goals.

A procedure for assessing the research contribulion to the goals
,through social' impact- asses,smene is developed. The difficulties of
developing the change strategy are 'also exatriftd.
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Introduction
A;

i..the supply and demand...fôr technical innovations.,in agrrculture is
centered liround the payoff matrix and is conditioned by the socio-
economic stiticture on 'the one. hand, and the politico-bureaucratic
structure on 'the others Each economic or social group will put pres-
sure on the poliiico-bureaucratic structure for reseitreh output...to be
(or not to be) generated, depending upon their particular expected
payoffs. The relative Power of different economic and social groups
over the politico-bureaucratic structure is the primary determinant in
getting their specific demrds eventually transferred into a supply Of
nOe knowledge or new t chnology. In the oseoof technology, pres-
sure on the politico-bureaucratic structure results in a specific alloca-

of funds and twman dapital to research institutions4 and within
these to particulor lines of research (Ruttan l978p.9).i.
This study sets out to conduct an analysts of existing structural

arrangements th t'support publicly-flinded agricultural re§earch with the
intention of d eloping a strategy oriented toward 'change. Although
recognizing th t such a strategic impulse might focus on creating a

organizations, the pnited St tes Department of Agriculture (USDA)
parallel set of'institukions. cride the existing netwCirk of agricultural

and the land-grant \c,omplex,/ of colleges, the basic ,approach that has
'been taken remains widun the system. The demonstrated capacity of
this iNtitutiorial. network tó;produce knowledge througtqls.commit-
ments to scientific research is well known. The essential problem
becomes therefore, hoN to take an effectiye knowledge peoduction sys-
tem and redirect some of its° energies tO new orientations concerned
with sustaining lAmall farming, reducing energy intensiyity, improving
food quality, producing a more 9qua1 income distribution within agricul-
ture, and reducingthe enviroMental effects of agricultural production. .

4
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Agriculture:
The Ri'sing Tid.e of 'Criticism'

r

Hitarically, concern for agricultural production has preoccupied
the political system of the' United States. The generation of the massive
land-grant complex, the ifolleges of agriculture, the experiment stations,
and agricultural extension, began with the Morrill Act in 1862 andilas
been ;the subject of continual attention not only by Congress and the
federal systein but aiso by many state governments.

More recently, ttie adoption in 1972 of the Rural Developmen.t
Act and the P,00d and Agriculture- Act in 19'77 have responded to the

.contineed concern'about the status of the family farm and the decline
of the rural,,s'ector.' Though this concern has produced legislation
addressing' the problem, the hearing§ before Congressfonal committees,
the nr)any,conferences that are held on the subject of rural depopulation
and rural poverty, and the process of conceVration in agriculture, attest
to the need for a -comprehensive response to the 'prOlems divthe rural
sector. -

While reactions at the state level have been less consistent, a few. . states have shown considerable concern for'(he drop in the number of
N

1 production units and the increase in size of remaining farms. Particular
attention has been focused on the vertical integration of c6rp9rate enti-
ties into agricultural production and the purchase of farm land by
foreign' interests wlxich have removed t of agnculturaHands
from traditional hands. This e ire of several state
legislatures which have ta en ction in to halt this trend.

In California the ,b for agricultural research has recently
come urwler close scrutiny, Q s ions that would have been inconceiv-
able a decade ago are nnw. bej g asKed by .Stitte L islators: While many
segments of the nriculturttl network contend t,critiCaI mmentary
emerges only from ignorant people ancimalcon entS, the wt e-ranging
critique and the broad social'base from which it epergesAas,cte,ated
concern in a variety of politic& and administrative agencies.

'Many critiques arc ayailable uii diming arrangements With respect to agricultural
ilesearch. A .maior and sustained criticism, by now a dusk; will be found in Hightower
(1973). For a brief schohnAy summation of the criticism sde Nicholson 0977).

(
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, Criticism a the orientation of agricultural institutions, how9ver,
has not been limited to governmental bodies, After 1973, a new criti-
cism began to'be manifested-as the United States 9xperienced, for the'
fi time in its .history, a Intijor crisis over ftkl, resources; Having .
'b the largest petro-ehemical user in the world, the experience of
nay rtg cut off from external productiort sources gave rise to a

.

fundame ping of energy usage. Agriculture,twith its heavy
comnlitrnent to nsivity, becamet.recognized as one of the
country's 'ffittjor consu roleum... Although spokespersons for
agriculture pointed out that frukior source of earnings througli
exports, the basic- critique ha ontinutd. Taking the form of, an
appropriate technolo'gy movement, many doOts have been expressed
about the orientations within the. agriabiral community that
emphasize capital and energy.intetsivity.: .. ;.:,

The rising tide a criticisni has been generated both inside atil<
outside of agrictUture-itself, While Seale agriculturaliOrganizations have .,

nflbsted their 4issati4faction with exilting arrangements through for-
ma proceSsek,' iociali,m9veineny types of organizations such as the °

Am ric.anAcuLtural i'vtovemerit hai've 'Elko found it, necessary to take
ttcti n,beyorld.existing fornzal,*anization.

Outside of ,.agriculture9 critical vpices haye .been raised,.although
often in less systemati :!ways. A, mitior source 'Of criticism was generatbd

Ca on's Vann t the indiscriminate use 'Of DDT,2a`

'with .the inception o tile environmental-ecOlogical movement Begin-
pingwithRaehel.
envitonYnentallsts Wave become inereasingly concetrned about specific 4

agricUltitral'chemicals, such as DS,and DBCP as well.as about thd
staggering' yariety of chemieal TertilizerS, pesticides, and' other Control

=chemicals 'now,beins'applidd' 'almost universally RI agricultural produc-
tion..ln Ihe dpcade of the 1960S, the crit4sin of existing arrangements,

''\- in agrieUlture bee'ame'cortioined to some cf the protest-movements and.
resulted in, a resuscitatioh of experiments around small-scale farming,

7.,

1
organie farming,' and non-chemical Or limited-chemical production.'

, . .
) A tnote.organtied critical-voice became evidpnt as the unioniza- .
tipn:of farm-workers began in the'1960s.,Focusing on-employment rela-
ti5ns4 an ekplicit critique of chemical applications which affbcted farm
"Wbrkers,dyectly. and a more implicit dissatisfaction with income distri-
bution wtthin large-scale production agriculture became voica Increas-'
NO (his critiqUe, as formulated by. the United rarm Workers Union,,
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has be6:)me concentrated nt simply on agricultusal employers but On
Ole network of institutiono that int<ie developed and sustain existing
employment relationships.

The response to much of the criticism, when there has been a

raponse, Inks tended to concentrate on traditional strengths of.the agri-
cultural institutions. Almost invariably,.the argumeneis presented that
the United States, in contrast to most other countries, has a broader
range of foods available for its citizens and at cheaper prices. Ttie
"efficiency" of American agriculture, which produces food and fibre
with less than 56/0 of the labor force involved, is continually cited. And, 4

in recent years, as the U.S. haS become a mAjor gran exporter, the con-
tribution of agriculture to export earnings has been emphasized.

Though there can be. little dotibt about the productivity Of Anieri-
s4 agriculture, there also can be little doubt about the legitimacy of
rata orNthe critical commentary'. While less than 5% of the economi-
cally active popuiation is involved in agricultural production, the under-

. mining of the family farm and theidenudation ofon agriculturally-based
rural population is Aliso a fact, of life. For those still believing .in the .

jeffersonian ideal ofIran independent yeomanry as an importa t base for .
political demOcra4, the specter of econoinic concentratio is sure)),
worrisome.

The ,class .dilemma therefore becomes: how to ontIol. the
present system in la way which arrests its tendencies'townd ooncentra-..
lion, increakd size of production units, .chemi4-, capitall, and .
energy-intensivity? How can the erosion of familyrfarms b halteil?
Even if the process cannot be reverSedl'can the existence of the present
number of family farms be sustained? Is it possible to develop a
different organization within agriculture which provides a higher quality
of food with perhaPs onlY small Increases in costs? Can technologies?.
appropriate to.small-scale production be developed, so that a variety of
fortN of agricultural prOduction wjll be encouraged? Can emplayment
within yigriculture be stabilized and also increased?

Traditionally, er, ese groblems have been worried about-more at
,the federal tharl the' state levels and have given rise to a complex of-,
legislation /Intended to develop and strengthen rural 4gricultural
economies. Paradoxically perhaps, the 'very legislation and ihe institu-
lions which hue develpped as a result have become the superinten-
dents of the outcomes about which so Mich criticism .has been

I
:r



1! formulated. Each new pieCe of legislation has resulted from diskatisfac.-
tion with existing 'arrangement's, yet each has eventually become an
additional instfumentality-contributing to what seems like an ierevers-
able tendency in institutional development in the United States. The'
disappointments, for example, with the Rural Development Act of

/1 1972 are 'already nbtable. And while the, Food and Agriculture Act of
,1917 raises additional hopes of sustaining- the family farm, its failure to-
formulate a fundamental reorientation to the network of agricultural
institutions gives rise to a suspicion that it too will prove to be disap-
pointing and that the maSter trends towards agricultural .concentration
and rural denudation will continue.

, In this study 'we Will propose a strategy geared at working within
the existing network of institutions, focused particularly On California..:
Since-agriculture is not only of vital importance in the State, but also

"because the knowledge-production 'system in California is so poWerful
and efficient, We will suggest a strategy geared at the prioritization of-
social goals thiit ties the University's publicly,funded research budget to
the attainment of these goals.

While the strategy and the discussion are focused very much,on
California, the analysis is based on broader national policies and actiOns.
The basic strategy for CalifOrnia can, with ofne mind revisions, be
ap'plied to other conditions and ciretrmstances.

The University
as a Focus of .Ch,ngeeStritegies

Every year California'siState Legislature prOides a major subsidy
to California agriculture by the proVision of a research budget for the

--AJniversity of California. This budget, approximati4 $30-35 Million, is
expliCitly set aside for agr' ultural research, The State, while perhaps
interested in research abst ctly, does 'not provide funds for general
academic research. FOr e ample, the extent to which research on
rhyming patterns in Sc er's poetry receives funding within the
Uriiversityls-the conceth of the Regents and the faculp as a collective
entity but not of the Legislature. .

a
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The State,..as embodied in the Legislature and Governor, is con- .
caned With research in -agricohure since this endeavor is'not .only
significant, to the States economy but also -because- the dispersed :and
diffuse characte'r of:agriculturat production jirecludes thg conduct' .of
research by agricurftral producers themselves. This, 'at l.e.tisj, has been.
theterstorical argument for the use of Publie funds fer research which-
benefits the priVate 'interests of the individual farmer.2 .

. Not only does the Legislature provide direct allocations through
the budgetary process,te State and Federal governinents *provide insti7
tutiorial possibilities for self-resulation for research purposes tkotigh

marketing ordrs. While marketfris orders can' be Used for ()the? pitr-
. :poses such 'is prAuction controror encouraging consumptiotis, the

marketing o der procedure creates the necessary institutional sepPort
.for research kithi pi specific agricultural sectors. And although prOducers '
are likely to conTder thequhds generved through marketing orders as
-"their" .contribution rather thai a public one, the fact thaf the pubfic,
through govejnment, makes such prOcedures feasjble and supervises
their organizatiou indicates arm Ihese funds, too, constitute public sup-.
port for agricultural research. . .

Thps, three major sources of' funding exist which are important to
the University's budget for agricultural research.. Most important is the
Liagislattire's allocation to "the University directly; with few, if any;
qualifications. Marketing orders regulated by the State are the second
source.of funds. Althougb mandated OW the University shall have-first
option to conduct research 'generated by marketing orders', not all such
research mu be conducted by the University.- The University
twvertheless serves as the major recipient of funds for such spe,cially-
tlesignated research. The University also receives Private bequests,
grants', and contracts for a variety of research ,activAs, 'some
specifically delinated (in .coltracts) and others'onty generally set out.
Of the three sources, the Leeislature makes the mostsizable contribu-
tion to the University's budget. Marketing orders are the next mosr
important generator of research funds. Control over the delideation of
'researeh projects rests,' however, 'with te organized commoditY 'group

2ilecause .of the increased Concentration (n agriculture and, particularly because of
the large.sodo corpOratitAioti of imp)rtunt prodUction 1os, lheilisis for this argu-
ment has been significantly utplermindok in the past two decadet: .

1 2
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. ; .
., through which The funds are collected. ,Priva unding of research is

i even mole eircumscribvt. It is, therefoie, the Legislature that makes ti
majorcont4butior4 to-The r esearch proms by'lhe prOyision dLpublic

'funds and it i§ to thiS sourc,of fiinding 'that we.address a stlategy of
., change: '

: Since,ihe Lecgistature is one toncretreinstrumentalky which ca'n
.

v.produce change, tir,is important to:address more deliberately the issue v

of Why the Univergity and cis agricultural resear.ch activities beome.the
direCt locatIon within_which we believe change canbe'effected.

The_Univerilly, like kind-grant instittitionS thr.oughout The United i
States owledge-generating system. Its capacity to produce
'kn,owledge in th for entifiC discoveries. relating to 'agrictliture is
well-Ipown. But a ajor pm em exists In the type. of Olowledge whi0
gets generated in agricultural research. In general, researchers like to
think of themselyes a* independent thinkets working on problems ,..,
which are part of ifieir discipline. AgriCultural researchers are'no extep-

:' tion to This ham. Yet our understanding of the Waji knowledge is pro-
duced, based On historital analysis of the outcomes of research, demon-
strate that, while the individual researcher *may view him or htorself4s
aUtonomous4nowledge productjonis itself net an autonomo .11roceSs.-
.The process of knowledge' prOduction is enmeshed in the xercise of
power withina network of dense social relationships.

.

eon4ider an obviouk, 'exaittple: interest in ,,titom c - energy,
aceelerated'at the lieginnirig ,of, the second world war. not h cause of
scientific curtosity bur because of applications,that were found d *rable.

. 7 Similarly, but- much More subtly the social process influences
, 'research . problems of sctiolars. And 'when the.,scientifie .processit lin4ed

.tOdhe institutiOns of agriculture; it can b expected Oat there.,will be
/ 'conciellu,etices that shaPe.the researc,, getiaas orindividual .scho-

lars. In ca fo rn ia, wv can note, for exam , that the State Legislature
. ..responded to the end of; the brafero' prograM in 1964 byspecially desig-

nating a budget for meehanizatth research:Other 'similar interventions
have been notable but even these do noi take 'account of the more
informal processes .That exist and silrewe the delineation orearch

.probl ms.
.

.

4

.
; here the values,hias ofjgricultural research can most clearly be

t a ia in the social outcomes of .resenfek, When the totality of
r sedra is considered and placed within its institutiknal setting, 'it

,



become.. clear that research has contributed.to the' master social- ttends
in (I,S, agricul ure of.agg,rttkation and concentration, as well* the under-

..

maang of fatal farms and the 4ulation base. Similarly, it. is clear that
.

the key institu riculture such as Agricultural Extension have
been.linked, from their irveption, with larger rather than smaller farm-
ers.. It is also clear thatlarger farms can more 4easily capitalize on
research findings than smaller. oneS. And it is also clear that reseaNch
has been geared more heavily toward .';`efficiency". in terms of input-
vs-otitput relationships than any other considerations. Thus, reseyrch
within the land-grant complex harideveloPed a vlues orientation aimed
at large-scale enterpirtses, .capital-intensivity, Ed concentration even
though individuals involved may have deplored this trend (Nicholson

.1977). -

ir individual resarchers have viewed "thnselves as value neuttal,
their socializialitn and their institutional attachments have contributed
not only to the support df this self-eonception but also to the sugte-
nonce of research output gearea at .larger producers rather than Smaller
one§. In the professional training of many agricultural scientists, the
conlinual capacity tri specify prodiwtion accomplishments' is part of the
justification.for continued public support of research, 'State legislatures
and the gongress 'are 'not interested in some abstract search for tru'th;
'in .a oriety or ways, though formal delineation' of.goalS as well as
informally, it has bten made clear that it is production which has been
.wanted (Rosenberg 1976, 'Chaps. 8-11). Many agricultural scientists
are, themselves, products of the system in which they are .currently
involved; th had their professional socialization as graduate students
within the ins itutions.of agricultural research and they have come to

norin a( institutional affiliation, that they must produce this
-type or ktWwlcd$e.Far from.,being autonomous, therefore, there is a

. primordial, norm tive understanding that research must produce results
at e .e.

"Or else" operates at two levels. 'At the organizational level the
officials or the land'grant complex continually point to the contributions
or research to output to justify continued budgetary support, recogniz-
ing that lack of satisfaction.'with research output, e.g:, "production,"
will twill in reduced budgets. This translates, at the level of the indi-,
vidual cher, as a pressure to produce -utilizable research but, fol-
lowing t adition of the UniVersity .as a whole, it takes,the form of



,
"publish or perish" review in tfie personnel process.

. Accelerating these tendencies are the institutional linkages that
have developed in the agricultural knowledge production system. Agri-
cultural Scientists do not simply develop research agendas because they
are curious about them. Scientific research .costs money, and dollars
must be found to sustain it. Control over resources is-concentrated
within tfie administrative organization of the University; it is the
administrators and deans who control, to a considerable degree, the
basic resource allocations. The peer review,process iS not unimportant
but operates within the pgarneters detamined through administrative
act ion. 4

The process also operates With organizatiOnal entities sun as
Agricultural Extension., Because Extension Rrsonnel had to justify
their own "zoductivit/' historically, they became linked to the more
efficient tpaacers (McConnell 1969; Fiske 1977). These linkage,s,ori-
ginally form'alized., tire still informally very effective: it is more probable
that a larger grower will have his problems addressed by an extension

'agent than a smaller grower. Extension people, who'serve as,An impor-
tanj link to researchers, while themselves also conduct(ng restarch, not
onlyieed problems to researchers but serve as an impoilant conduit tor
research results.

These institutional connections have) produced 'the butcomegthat
research results have been concentrated on the larger producers and
have therefore facilitated the concentralion process within agriculture.
Larger growers have the economic capacity to "capttire" new clevelop-
ments better than small producgrs. because they haVe -tticire leeway, to
experiment with new developments and can utilize the diNfision oP labor
..permitted by thelHarger_scp :facilitating the absorption of knowledge
more raPfdly than smaller . Equally, they can articulate their
needs better than smaller units-An are'reinforced by knowing that they
carr.y more. weight because of their economic importance. Thus,

ientific knoCvledge is more available to lap, .capital-inténsive produc
erl than to ojher production groups in agricuhure.

'One way in which the research apparatus in agriculture maniftsti
its.biaLhas been with r9spect to agricultural labor. While concentration
in agriculture has prAticed.an increasingly differentiated stratification
system of employers, managerial personnel, supervisors, and workers,
very little attention has been de.slicated in research to outcomes that will.
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benefit those at the base of the production process. Attention is con-
tinully given to costs of production, management, 'and tO .0, smaller
degree. Ito human factors, engineering, but little research has been con-
ductedUthat beneths workers or encourages technologies aPpropriate to-
their needs. Despite the obvious utility in underManding simple facts
suet, as the demography of agricultural workers, even this subject area,
has not been given much atten1lon.3, Other factors involving the .

analysis of Production from the workers' point of view have beeh Com-
pletély ignored. Social anarysis of the consequences of changing forms
of prodUction on family life, on settlement patterns, and on the internal :-
relations14ps within.productton organizations simply have not, been
undertaken .(Friedland Although the ratio of workers to
einplo'yers has increased, reflectin the stratification patterns of a con-. 4eri.centrated system of production, lilt is known in any systematic way
about employment relations in agriculture. .

Agricultural research has developed within a netwink of interests
that continue to formulate research agendas ip ways that serve a lim-
ited, but extremely powerful, constituency: large-scale itgrieuraire. The
development of structures that will produce research directed at other,
constituencies, serving their interests, constitutes the thrust of the
present and sis.

The exitlicit purpose or this study, therefore, is aimed at the reg.
,tructuring, i r the period of the next two decades, of resgarch areap
developei 4 the Upiversity's agricultural research organizati9n to:1

\ . .

reduce energy' intensivity and encourage mapr-scale appropriate
technology; .

arrest or reverse the trend toward reduct on of the nurilber' or-
family farms;

. ..
. ....: . ..

produce a more e [table distribution of ihcome within agriculture
,1

. and improve the co Pions of agricultural workers;
:

.. improve the quality of food to consumers without siignificantly
'increasing its cbst;

k.

1ln California there have been two notable exceptions. See Peterson 1969 and Be-
ton 1978.
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and tinally,7to reverse the direCtion of ec9logica ;and environMen-,
tal dieterioration'by improving tihe qyatity'of land water, and air.

The ,changed emphasis on this -ki Id. of research Will ,serve interests,
,- strata, and organizations ot e tha 4ose that have been Iraditionally

supported by'.the llniversity's a Rural researeh but will continue to
, .. fulfill the traditiodal mandateSof th at iclultural researen Structure.

. .
.

Agricultural Scienc
Values and EtlOcs

'.. The' issulf_ the ethical stan ards of agriculturty scientists arises
for two reasons. -

.First, the scientific community h become increasingly concerned
esince the second world war With the sequences of research.. Until the
development of the atom bomb, th p ponderent view in the scientific
community .was Fundamentally posit vis in the orientation that sience
was a value-neutral activity. Excipt for e occasional scientist with a
social conscience, the ethical al'6A nts in olved irtscientific researc
were not given serious' consideration This 18 not to say that there were
no scientists eoncerned with 'these roblents. Indeed, in the develop-
ment of, scientific medicina in Ger any, a school of .social activists,'
including, Rudolf Virchow, was cone ned with integrating "ate ref
of sociCity and the'reform of.science 0 d Medicine" (Mendelso 971,
pp. 8-11). But these tendencies beca e submergethby the w or sci-:
ence-as an ,autonompus activi,ty, inde endent of the so ten1.4 In
its Most exaggerated form, science is taracterized rely indivi.-

'dual activity reflective fblely of the individ gnliis and tota0
independent of surrounding social orga zati

The ,second world war and.,the m mekrt effects of the atomic
. bomb renewed"the earlier social con orScientists,,Since that time a,

serious debate has progYessed, many ebbs and flows., over the'ethi-
calA moral:values, and nor ive aspects f the scientifieenterprise.

.... ,......- ......._,
4For a 'good *monitory of "internalist'7 (autono ous) views of science sec Busch

and *Lucy 1979 who also tiresent a sunnuri «nlims d "cxternalist" arguments about
the sociology of Science. See also. Nicholson 1977) wi ) extificilly compares ogricultutAl
research as "accountable\ and biomedical re archits "0 donomous."

%
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secogd, consideration stems from the special character of the
agricultural sciencei.'Stibstantially. insulated 'frAm the larger scientific
coMmtinity ,(18/10ter and Mayer 1974), agrieültural scientists have
tended not to elnvolyed in the debates' thin have surfaced elseWhere.
.T.hiS is, p aps. because of Ithe institutional development of the 'agri-

..cultutal ciences..- 1n ,this network, the-,kinds .of debates that occur:
?WI the broader scientific community seem to have few ramifications.

ricultural scientists appear,' therefore, not to have the institutional
relationships that encourage such debates. Nuclear physicisN may have
.FelUtionships with developmentaHaboratories, but they are less 'linked
in all aspects of professional socialization and interaction, to that.lim-
ited community. The agrictilturalscienees are, thtis, institutionally vari-
ant fromi most other 'scientific conimunities.5

This is not to argue that the agricultural scientific community is,

,s, completely insulated from external trends.,,, in many places substantial
integration occurs between some segments 'of the iigricultural scientific
community and the.external community of scientists.

In the biological'sciencelo, howe.Verohe surfacing &major debates
over ethical dilemmas occurs within the context of the larger scientific
comnitunity, e.g., amongst biologists, rattier than having significant
ramifications within the context of the agricultural sciences network.4
Biologists areiehgaged in a continuing and.fairly intensive debate about
experiMentation with recombinant DNA; this debate occurs within the
biologrcul community and in interaction, with otner scientists,' some phi- k
losopheis,unq others 'actjacent to ate community, but t has no public
ramifications within ihe 'agricultural sciences community of biologisk;
For those agricultural biblogiS,ts who wish to participate in the debate,
the venue is .removed outs# theagricultUral sciences network., The/
'agricultural sciences remain, therefore, as- the (Slayers charUcteriZe
them in 1974, an "island empire."

. Dtspite the' insular quafity of the agrictiltml scientific cott n-
ity, the growing criticivii of,The outcomes of one hundiAd ye. s of
scientific development bring' value mid ethical issues to the feref nt of
discussion. Vatifield (1971);Ifgr exaMp1e, has contended odept

t t

cfnis view is not 'based on concrete.eMpirkal studle,g but pn impressio s developed
by obwrving the two networks. y,f. sOentists. Our familiarity with the agric WO science .

.community is much gremer than with the miclear science network, ' .1*

12
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agriculture has been a in-Or contutoe 'to1 the urban,crisis in Ameri4a.
Contending/that national.ioficy.facilitated capital investment and accu-.
mutation, Padfield ,fufther argues: that* lechnological development
accelerated the process.of'conqnträtion which then had therconcomi-
tant effects or 'producing the/Ship from:a largely agriculturally-bned
pbpulation to a9. indu,striar One...At the same time,Tadfield demon-
strates that Capidd cOncentratiOn inthe countryside prOduced population
concentration in thecity with its dffects. The thrust of stidh criticis
inevitably [lug rase, questions concerning the- cumulatiVe effects
scientific and te hnologicat discomet,ies in agriculture on tile sOcial sys-. ,
tern. . . /

.

Distinctive varudS ,questions can and should be' broached Within
the agricultural.scienc&community,.although they' cpuld lust as 'well be
surfaced within the broader scieritific body; these have to do with. the
fact that muchfof the agricultural sciences enterprise is publiclktinded.
If a.segrnent orscience is funded through the public sector, do the) par-
ticipahts in this segnientirhave distinetive normative and ethical respon-''

. sibilities? Andjo whom? tynd in what way shoUlikhose r onsibilities.
be hahdled? /"-* r

Interestina, ihiS question of the dieferential; respo of
scientists whose work is publicly funded iii cOntrast to th e whó5e

. work is .either privately dr self-fundp'd does not seem to ha een an
issue 'to Which scientists have (iddtessed themselves. Although many
scientists' in fact are,funded, to .one degree Or another, t,hroughgovern:
mental,bodies orithrough agencies .guch. as public universities, the dist.
tinctive responsibilities that rest upon them as.servants, in some sense,:
t orthi public interesi.Nve nut been the subject of debate. .//7/ Where the agriculturalsCientists might' have contributed.to initiat-
Ans such a :debate, no such contribution has surfaced. This is, in all
likelihood, because the cOmmanding elements of the agricultural sci-
rinces cOrnmvnite have delineated tfie research agendas in terms- of
fspecific output, e.g., "hard Icience" issues. The "softer" elementg of
the scieriCes, .the social' scienes for example,,have been given
cute supPort by coMparison .(Hathaway 1972).. And -still "softer" bodrewp
.of knowledge such as history have been only weakly sustained. As for

., that body of knowledgd that specifilizes.in values questions, philosophy,
we know of no Work that' has been supported in any kind of.systematic p
way within the agricultural sciencesecomm ity.

,. 11.1' 4
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The manner in Which we have fprmulated our issue, htwever,
, .raises the ethical question: do scientists who are institutionally linked io

the . public 'sector have distinctive responsibilities to fulfill .the goals
which have been exp'reSsed through legkslativeinjents?,,pr.can they leg- %

t... itimately ignore the intents and simply focus their attention cm narrow
implementation of.the legialative language?:''OrsimPlyfulfill.the injents .

interpreted on theic behalf by the adminigtrative leadership .of their
organizations?

,I

Perhaps unsurprisingly, we take the view.that he egribuittiratsci-
encesccommunity has a distinctiVe moral, bligif. n' that it has long . ..

overlooked. This view perhaps will stand ar,febds with slime of the
main argumentation that has been.ftif'mula 0,4:even those scientists
and Moral philosopher who.)1#6. been in hied in the scienoe-values
debate,

,insheinrer (C19 lakes 'a strongly.interventiotsorientation urg-.

'ing that sonle, scienti c problems should in eliminated by scientists
themselves,lbasing his' argument on the notidn that some research is of
duhious !flea Dubious merit research includes, for Sinsheimer,
research 'whose outeome, eVen if successful, has no applicability;

"rege.atch- which -consumes enormous, resources' wiihout having anY vlsi-
le,''utility; or research whose consequen es n-kht upset the entire bid:

Sinsheimer, kientists, and implicitly al o the broader community since
*logi'ca system e.g., reSearch to halt or mpede`the aging process. For .

all 'of us are involved, s ld exclude certain kinds of research' from
consideration; 4uman riosity, in other words, is not sufficient
justificat'on to.sustain atty. r.tearch trajectory.

B k (1978) raises ill Wire 'complex issue4. Contending that
"What s needed accotintability n merely to colleagues, but to, all

:who are at risk or their repregentati (n. 118), Bok delineates three
strategies to deal with the 4c e ces clilemma. First, she contends
ttat all regulation should be moved frorn dearly innocuous research.
Next, she iargues that where abuse is Net+4,cut" or "reckless," regula-
tion and cogtrol arel-equired and suggests some standards that might be
developed fpr experiments involving such abuses. For the intermeaiate
set of cas s between' the first and second, Bok provides only the sugges,
tion th careful discussion is necessary before social poliey.is set.

hile thit discussion is somewhat helpful, it still leaves, the
dil nima of the agricultural- scientar unresolved. If we follow Bok's
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stiggesticins that pbpuplations at risk must be protected in some way,
. how 'shall We deal with populations which are at risk not through an

iminediate and ditect interventidn )but through a serieW of int5mediary.
proCesses which nevertheless have consequences for those populations?

'Unlike ,the case of bio-medical research where a physician may
fake -action affecting a specific individtlal, the continual generation of,
science and technologyas padfield lias pointed outhas effects not on
specific individuals but on categories and classes of persons. Yet these I
effects., no less demonstrable although in a statistical rather than a
direct-personal way, are no less devastativg. The pergsons involved often
eXpress their detestation of the process; a small farmeElobviously finds

Attie joy in having his mortgage foreclosnd his/form auctioned
away. Yet, b'egause the causal elements,of thirocess are...hidden and
therefore somewhat diffused, the tendency is, all too frequ ntly, to
react Us Bok indicates:

Tliere is absolutely-no reason why acknowledging that\ res arch has
moral diMensions should lead to the familiar' lapse into vague
discourse-about "values," followed by the conclusion that since such
talk leads nowhere, the moral dimensions of research must, regrett-
ably, be set aside (p. 120).

Equally, the argument being made here is that agricultural scien-
tists can no longer take refuge in the Afiew that their research has either
had no consequences, or that the con4e(quences are caused by others, or
that the consequenves are parCof a cau1al chain of enormouS complex-.
ity that r.elieves them of individual and collective tiesponsibility for their.
outcomes.

The issue has special salience with respect to the question of the
levels of technology addressed through agricultural research. Beause
science is .itself a/technologically-based process, there' tends', to be a

. structural bias Ow produces outcoines geared to increasingly higher
levels of techn logical development. The- scientific enterprise, until
called to task, 1sually,by outsiders and'ustAlly' because environmental,
ecOogical, or ther disasters are in train, has structural biases that gear
it t'Qward con44ival inereases in the complexity of technology.

Mese t ndencies- are encouraged by a largely unrecognized and
unaOknowled ed bias toward capital substitution for labor. Labor, as
viewed by many scientists (and not sitnply the agricultural segmen0, is



considered to be that element of production which is.molt randomized,
uncontrolled, unpfedictable 'and expensiVe.6 As in all systematiZed pro-
duCtion, the priordial,assuinption is to seek meanstO rgluce uncer-
tainties. Some.: uncertainties such as weat,er cannot be eliminated;
better "control" can be developed through it capvity to predict. OtAser
factors can be coatrolled,..for example the nitrogen level in a iven
acreage:"But the hum(n factor continues to be a major uncertainty.

The level of presumption thin is therefore built into)the scientific
process, in the form of.concern about the human factor, is significant,
albeit. unackioMedged. Yet these assumptions take the forrnstif the
development ot' science and its applicationg: That have Troduced the
social outcnmes that we..e delineated in the .earlier part.orthis
_Those ougcomes are not arguable; what is debatable is '14/1w is responsi-
ble?" Our .eontention is that, while the,social outcomes are systemic,
various' organ3ations, groups, and strata must bear their share- of e
responsibilities for fhe outcomes. These include the agricuitural scie
tists and agencies such as.the Legislat re. Our focus on 'agricultural
scientists is not intended to setect them s being Of responsible Soup
or the only responsible group but to- begi to. fix s4he responsibilityon
a Clearly dejineated segment of tilt knowlei e production qystem.

The strategy to be suggested belOw is, ntended t6 create.the cli-
mate not only. within ,which change will occ but -also onei in which
scientists will begin to confront the social conse aces or their work
directly.

A Strategy to Change
Agricuitural ResearcikRxiotities

G

. 'Given the institutionalized patterns of an entity uchoas t
cultural Division of the University of California and'the profe.
socializatiOn or most of its participants, produeing change 'in res
orientations is not expected to be simple.. Yet institutions are capa
being changed and the University Can also be expected to.be adapt
new exigencies especially V' its eward structure i.,'consciously linke

bSeeN'or example,. Perkins' 119 1 discussion of t c searCh .forihe
ted ue in serewworni Ay control

. .



Ichange.straregy. Accordlngly, we will first explain the pioposed change
Ategy and proceed to a more detailed explatiation of the way in which
thT change procedure 'Can be imkemented.

The essentiAstfategy for change is based on the concepts that:

(1).. it is legitimate for the reprIesentatiVe body of the people, as enibo-
,

died in the Legislature, td_delineate desirable s9cial oals.for the.
society; .

(2), the degree too which these goals are either enhanced or thwarted
by research can be tied to the,(eward structure of social entities in

the.public domain which produce knowledge, such as the Univer-
0sity pf California;

()) it is reasonable to expect that the capacity to. underNke research'
to fulfill the social goals will ire time;

(4): ;with the passage: of time ,. if t e knowledge necesSary tO produce
social goals is not developed wi.thin the Uhivérsity of California,
other agencies can be' found that maY be more successful in satis-
fying the goals through research.

To accomplish these orientations, a procedure is suggested in
which the Legislature adopts certain social goals, gives the Unrverseas
a'public agency time to implement Tesearch that supports them, and
then adjusts the publicly-funded- research budget According to the
degree to which, the University's research strives to satisfy the goals.
Key: to the entire processii the concept of priorilizdtion in which the
Legislature makes .clear itrpreferenceS with respect to social goals as 7
tpey represent desirable social putcOmes for the University's avicul-,tural research.'

Prioritization of Social Goals
shd Research Objectives

>.1
The precedent foi the approach taken here shoUld perhaps be

emphasized at the outset; nothing new is suggested other than a
different mechanism toNjmplement polkcy.

Ever since the development, of the land-grant cfpmplex that began
with. the Merrill Acriof 1862, it has been national policy for govern-
ment to seek to realize social gottls through legislative inteuls. The
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elaboration 'of the land-grant system iind ae complex of legislatiOn andinstitutioris created as a *result have an- heed intended to develop
national purposes with respect to the agricultUral and rural sectors of
American society. . .

That the land-grant complex-is aware of a number or goals is indi:
cated by the articulationsof goals, .at different times by key figures of
the complex. Mar ekample, goals, have been expressed such.as,!`makingtwo blades grow where one grew before" or on...the need.to" provide"'cheap food for the urban population" or to help, the export/position of
On United States. Similarly./ goalai have beeh articulated such as Earl
Butz' celebrated "get big or get out.4' Other gOalsituive also ,been arti-culated', often from within the complex, e.g., "to push forward thefrontiers of knowledge." The notion of social goals, therefore, is notforeign to the land-grant complex; what is new is the idea that different
soclial goals are now appropriate to the present condition of the United.
States asnd California. o

In California the expression Qf such social goals has been long-
ac'cepted. Earlier we cited the example of the State Legislature Making
ti )Lidgetary allocation to encourage agricultural mechanization in'1964
w en the bracero program ended; and in 1977 ,the Legislature sup-ported research in appropriate techrl4, when it appearedryeasonable
that high technology solutions, should not be the sole focus of research.
The strategy, proposed, therefore, follows long,established precedents
nationally and in California. What -is new is the suggestion ofia specific
mechanism to'accomplish the new purposes-. As has been argued ear-
lier, despite-the intents of our politieal, forebearers, the social outcomes
of their policy have produced a denudation of the rural sector, a fright-,
ening declirie in the number of family farms, increased concenaation inagriculture including eorporatization, and staggering energy- and
capital-intensivity. The strategy proposed is intended, therefore, to seekand to )more consciously and ,deliberately )ensure the .fulfillment of
socially desirable goals.°

Specifying Social Goals
The initial phase of the proposed strategy involves an action 46

the State Legislature specifying desirpble social outcomes. Without
being expert in the framing qf legislative language weetin suggest Ways

24
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1.
in which these goals might be expresso&

v
1. The total volume of non-renewable bi ile y consumed n all phases

. of agricultural production should be held -to a con4tant *ithin five
years and a decline in all such energy consumed by 100/r(or some
other specified percentage) is desirable within 10 years.7 8,

;
2. It is desirable that the decline in the niimber of farms be brought

to a halt, The rate-of decline should be reduceckto X% within Y
ears; by 1990, the rate of decline should approximate. zero.

Firther, by 199X: the increase in the tiztal number of farms
should be large enough to be capable of being reiiKered throUgh
demographic analysis and be statistically significant. .

3. It is socially valuabl6 that an increasing proportion Of the food
consumed by Californians come from a variety of forms of self-
proauetion. These might include experiments such as the
encouragement of small allotment production by urban dwellers.

4: Distribution of income , within the agricultural sector should,
within a period of ten years, become more equitable. Equitability
involves a better distribution bf income to farm-workers, to work-
ers who might transfer to self-directed.production, and tio small
farms, e.g., there should be more of a normal probability distribuz
tion of income with a decrease in thelspread-between top and ,bot-
tom of income earners in agriculture.

5. The totaP volume of chemical applicat ns in agriculture should be
reduced. It is desirable that volume be field constant within five
years and that'a drop in volume If Nolo (or some Qther percen-
tage figure) is desirable within 10 years.

The quatity or food geaching .the consumer shouldbe held con-
stant and improvements be registered within 10 years. Objective

k and Subjective testing measures should be established to m9nitor
food quality.

'

it

7While we have inserted numbets !fere In; the percentage and the number of Years,
CM intention is not to have readers-become focused on the specific figures..The numbers

.ste intentled in be indiCative rattier than delinitM. In the other'social ijoals, we will occa-
sionally use numbers and occasionally X and Y to emphasize the suggestive character of
the atocial gals: Al the same time, our intention is that, ot some stage in the future,
specific numbqrs must be tad to each goal.

/



7. With ecogonliC factors being held, constant for inflation, retail
prices of agricultural prodUcts should be heWstable or to less than

7t, a 1(M-increase within'the next 'decade. .

8. Based on the existinrdeogree of. Concentratiow (the number- of
firmS and the degree .i'to which Market shares* are distributed
among the firms) in a specifie production system involving an
agricultural commodityor commodities, it is socially desirable that
no further concentration develop.

9. Although a means rather than a social gOal itself, in implementing
the social goals it is desirable that the University ineorPOrate in its
agricultural advisory structure a broad range of public members
and constituent intereSts.. including farm workers, small farmers,
organic farmers, envirotirnentaliSts, ,ecologiste, consumers, and
others mit presently represented. Broadened fepresentati

shaild bring into the consultative process constituencies an
groups affected by agriculture and not simply thoSe engaged 'n.
production.

By specifying.sOcial priorities, the Legislature notiteS the various
research agencies, but part.tcularly tbose in the public sector such as the
University id CalitOrnia, of the social outcomes which ate Legislature
holds td brdesirable. At the. same time, the delineation social goals
must recognize that research'units of the University do not Make the
concrete decisions with respect to energy usage, 'chemical apPlication
agriculture, etc. The, research decisions maKle, howevk within an,
organiaktional netwdrk 'such as 'the AgricultUral Division of the I.rniver
sity of Oalifornia can and do haire significant effect's, in.the, long ruvon
social outcomes. By specifying so lal goals and tying a portion of the
University's-research budget to res arch supporting these goals; we can
expect a response as to Whi ettrch problems becorne oriented
toward achieying the new goals r than to those which' have become
institutionalized over the past century.

Implementing the Goals '

Two crucial parts Of the strategAeing proposed lthrolve (a) pro.
viding .the appropriateigeo.cy with-sufficient time to begin to generate

4
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research intended °to the l4islaive goals and (b) attaching. limited
.but distinctive penalties to the Failure to deyelop 'the reseaych trAjectories 1

in!keeping with the goals.
The first aspect ,tinvolves the Legislature Jul establishing a time

'Frame within which '.the specified goals beconie operative. While the
.research prouess to monitor the goals should begin'immediately. upon
adoption of the goalslit cannot be expected that the basic and applied
research envisioned-vtfi- begin to shift in less than live years. Time Will
be 'required before the research apparatlas of the University can, develop
projects appropriate tO the suggested soda) goal. Within a 'period of
ten years, however, the University's agricultural research 'structure
should have a significantsegment pl' its work geared to the respareh-tra-
jectories implied hy all ,or most of the goals.' Thp Legislature should
concretize its expectations witsigect. to the--goals by specifying
differential successes in different time periods. The working out of such
specifications, while involving some complexities, can be accomplished
with soMe reasonable research. We have not sought to specify concrete
percentages \for specific goals nor accounted for 'the fact that, with
more than one goal being specified, some may prove to, be stunrifrigty,:'.
successful and others failures"! As examples of what is interided here,
we suggest some possibilities: .

Wi.thin five *firs, it is expected that the University will be able to
. demonstrate that a significiMt percentage of state-funded eeseatch

(X%) is dedicated to two of the specified goals. Failure .to -4
dem nstYine thi will educe the UniverOcy;$ agricultural budget

, by Po .le oth p percentak) below the .average
iunding'of.the pt., +us five ye rs of support.

Within ten'iyears, it:is expecte hat a largec percentage (Y%) of
the UnivergitY'S 'budget is dedicat to research on six .qf the
specified pals. Failure tO 'demonstrate this .will reduce the

.-,:.1University's budget bY1.5% (or some other specified percentage):-

. fifteen 'years, it is expected,that the Universiv can-dtlhon-
3trate jhat ,an important segthent (Z%) of the research budget is

,-cledicatqcl. to, all or te pals ,that have, been specified by the Les-
islatufe. Vailure to demonstrate this will reduce dui UniVeesity's

t I,
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. budget to its maximUm penalty o Pio)(or some other specified
figure).

ti other words, failure to develop research strategies.aimed at the
goals will result in a 'base-declining bullget for theiUniversity's agrictd-
tural research. in this process, funds noi allocated to the UniVersity,
could be made available to other state .agencies through a request fol.
funding proposal (lXFP) cprocedure in which 'institutions, organizations,
and individuals can submit proposals consistent with the telislative
goals.

;The intent is to provide a distinctive incentive to the University to
revise researsh priorities over time Syltile giving adequate time to erela-
tively slow-moving organization to adjust itself to new social goalsr for
its reSearch activities. At the same time, the intent is to penalize
failure, but to a limited degree. There is no intention to tie the entire .

: budget to the social goals, but ,the Univeisity. would be put on
wt ni g that failure will produce a reallocation of funds in arch a way
that new institutional'research arrangements may begin to develop that
will fulfill the soCial goals.

There are several additional yays that the LegiSlature might
encourage the University!s performance with respect to goal,related

, research by providing incentives for satisfactory work And not just
penalties which the previous strategy emphasizes.

First: the Legislature Could`proNide distinct budgetary support geared
at research around the social goals over and above, existing lev-

t, els of funding with ,the notion *that.this special support would
decline by sortie percentage within 'specified time periods for
failures to achieve goals.

Second, the, Legislature Vuld annourtce to the llniversity that success
in allocating significant funds (X%) to research aiding
fulfillment of the goals within Y yet0 will increase the budget

bit*

Third, tifi ggislature could allocate funds to provide discretionary
6 gets to those orgoized research units within the Agricul-
ttlral Division IN/ are especially, effective in, shifting research

I



priorities to projects that suppfrt the soCial goals.

Again, the intentiqn here is to utilize the budgetary ptociss to
direct the oyerall thrust of research without becomin); involve,d in the
specification of research pr9jects. In this Way, the ticademic.freedbm of
researchers can be protected while encoptaging them as a collectivity to
begin Work on projects that will have social outcome variant from
those which have been produced in the past.

) I)v

Social -Impact Assessment
as an Implementing Procedure

The strategy proposed to effect change in the social consequences
of'agricultural research involves a substantial monitoring effart as well
as one aimed at developing th9, projective capacitrof the Univ rsity with
respect to understanding the consequences that derive frof research.
If there are penalties for not supporting; and rewards fo buttressing,
Me social goats delineated by the Legislature, the institution and the
researchers who are parl of it will want to have some assurance that a
particulii resalch trajectory fA,ill have outcomes" contributing to the
goals. kt_therefore will be vital that a capacity be developed facilitating
thelprocess.by Whi4.:h outcome% can be projected with increasi4 accu*-
racy.

To this end, we return to earlier suggestions (Friedland 1974) ,
which recommended the development of social impact assessment cepa-
yity wit* the University of California. Al the time of theearlier
suggestioNI 'embodied in a publication called SociaLSIeepwalkers, we sug-

d that a procedure be established requiringl.social impact state-
for all publicly-funded research. Such a statement would IA A

prepared by piincOl investigators as part of the standard application for
research support. The, social impact statement would become eart of the
record of the research projeet around which a dual effort woulA be con-
structed by the University. Implicit in the procedure would be the idea
that implementation of evalutitive procedures will, at some stage in the
future, have consequences for ,decisiori making about research priorities
in the agricultural sciences. A .
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. .7o kinds of activities were suggested as e;ssential to the deveitp-
.

ment of a.stronger capacity to project social outcomes of research.

First,. because scientific research&s have little expe.rience with fol-
lowing the logic of an innovation, expert consulting-should be
made. available to them to facilitate the preparation of the pro-.
jection of the conse,quences of their work.',

Second,. a.separate and distinct process, conjoined .to the first, can be
developed through the evaluiltion of results at smile stage after
research has been completed. This procedure is intended 'to
determine the accuracy of projections formulated in the social
impact procedure. Post-factum .evaluation can reveal the
errors in assumptions and/or in the chains of reasoning used
to assess the impacts (of specific projects. At the same .time,
after-the-fv analysis will help formalize the methodology of
impact assessment and improve the knowledge base of those
persons providing consulting expertise for projection.

,

In specifying two sets of activities, prOjection and evaluation, we
see the develonment of methodologies that will not only help guide
reseurcbm-in fulfilling the vials provided by the Legislative twt in for-
mulating a scientific miSthodology that can be utilized in a wide variety
oF disciplines ahdAn policOlanning and formation.

As wa,s argued in Social Sleepwalkers, the establishment of a
requirement for the preparation of a social implicit statement will create
an .additional but not enormous burden flr researchers. The availatfility
of consulting expertise will help considerably. The consequences Or
sucika requirement, however* should be:.significant. For one thing, the

ed`to consider social outcomes will bring to' the attention of scientists
1 technologists what they have lafgely ignaored: that there are'social

ohs'Wences from ,their scholarly work, and that research is noCsinwl9
a &Wiled and socially-isolated process. The need to think in such
terms will develop, in turn,, as-part of the proceN of profhsional
socialization, the capacity to consider the differential impacts of:

8in SociatSleepwalkert we uwd the term "predictive" rather than "projective."thO
shift in lang'Uttge was intended to produce greater accuracy in meaning since, in fact, it

; capacity to pretilotIN considerably hrnited. For a more detailed, discussion and ex$Innation
see Friedland, (Mon, and Thomas (1978). pp. 2-5,

3.0
s..
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research on differept geoups a strata-4n societk. The values assump-
Ltions Underlying one research ajectory as contrasted to another will
therefore become clearer. This heightened awareness Of outcomes
should make researchers more reflective about the/kindsof societylhey
would like to see develop lather. than sustain them in their view that /-
research has no relationship to societal developMent..

Impact Asses,sment:
Spcial and griviionmental

In 'many respects, the formulation of the social impact procedure
has been conceptualized out of the experience of environmental impact
analysis. Due considvation should be given, however, .to the different,.
purposes of the twor,Idnds of analysis. In specifying the character of
social impact assessment, it may prove useful to outline the differences
between environMental impact assosSment and social 'impact assessment
tojelarify,differences and similarities.

First, an environmental impact report is. createt1 at the .time an
action is i'ontemplated. Once created, it formally initiates.a review pro-
cess within governmentiil bodies intended to guide a decision as to'
whether to proceed with a specific course 'of action such as a construe- \
tion project. In contrast, the i4nent of' social impact assessmen't is . to
create the basis for long-range assessment' over a period of time. The'
filing of a social impact statement as part pf a research process should
not be conceived, therefore, as impeding the implemetyation of a
research proposal or impinging on academic freedoin. Rather, the
statepient becomes part of tt,file that is stored foriefuture analytic pur-40.
poses for two reasons:

A. To' assess, at some stage in the future., the degree of accuracy or
inaccuracy.of an assessment.

11. To specify methodologies of assessment so that, over time, the
methodological sources of euor can be eliminated or narrowed.

Once created, 6referably 'with the best technical advice available,
social impact statements are stored and then selected: either at. random
or through some principle, of, selection, for futdre eValuation us to

4
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/ .tl*,aceuracy and teth itictcal innpoOarice. V

2 Secon (Ile soc41 impact assessment procedure should be contfep-
, tual4ed-i a very, different way than the e9vironmental impact processf -in termS. f the amount of energy dedicated to its development. This

.4veat should not be Consideredaiv "opening" tolhe creation of simply
.. prd ibrnia .social impact statements; rather; it is a recognition of two

inheient dilemmas in (a) ,-.the state of tbe art and (b) the nature of the
.',people makinglhe social impact statement. ,

4 Because, 'the .- state of the art .is` weak, sit would -be incorrect to .''....-

i , aSieMblage of data, or developtnent of the chains of reasoning.

thru Zti)tlpon a weak methodology any great expectations with respe tlf
-deta
Ra er, in the initial applications4, Social impact statements sh ,uld be ,

: texpeuted to be-fairly sirhOe foritlulatiOns, perhaps emphasizing line of
reasoning. rather than Attempting to develop a solid base of-qualitative.
or quantitative evidence. The sociaHmNct statements will be prepared
almbst .entirely by scientists who have great experience in de4loping
chains of reasoning with respect to their s`pite,res of competence but
who tire less experienced at .understijnding ,,tpciol chains of reasoning. It .

,Iwould 1*. expecting it great deal, therefore, for such peOple'to develop
elaborate statements of impact.

As 'time provides opportunities and experience, social impact pro- ..

vedures wlI become clearer and scientific personnel will become more
adept -at developing analyses. In addition, to.the extent that teehnicallyt
proficienradvice can be made available to some scientists in facilitating
the preprition of the social -impact statement, there will be a gradiial
diffusion of knowledge about methodology. Thus,y(the initial spha
of triplemeritation, the statements can be axpecter'd to be fairly si ple
but begin to develop greater detail and sophiStication with time and
exper nce\ .

r

ari essential fearur6 of the entire process is the need tor the
University to provide technically profielent'personnel available to give
advice in the development of statements.. In This respect Lhe procedure
contemplated for social impact assessment is significantly different from
the environmental impact procedure. In the environmental i pact sys-
tem, a large nunther of onsulting firrnk have cieveloped some e ertise
in the preparation ef reports. These firius areoften part of or pinOffs4

of planning and architectural firms and the preparation of t report is h
for-profit activity. Since the developer is the client, the autonomy of
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the tirm preparing the report leaves a great dear to be desired.. The
result is that the quality of environmental impact reports has been-low,
they have generated a great deal of coiloversy, and they have alsci
created considerable skepti.ciyn about the entire process.'

The mrnor .difference t4tween the environmental impact and'
social impact assessment Procedures is that title latter process Will
create; withM the University, an' autonomous organizational unit,
placed in a relatively insulated set of circumstances. .

.T.need. to develo'n distinctive eXpertise and methodology can fit
quite well with the- hist8rical and traditional procedures of the Univer-
pity. l is essential, homever, that any personnel involved-, in the
develo rnent 'of a methodology of assessment be, insulated from the
iflstitutiônal pressures that crib produce results with an institutional
bias. For example, when the University of California -found itself
under attire dr the inipaet of .mechanization, it .commissioned a
number or stuc es, most of vhich have produced arguments that social
impacts or mech mizationomill be relatively small (University of Califor.
nia,. Division ot. gricultural Sciences 1978). The fact that the research
was conducted ,by personnel already within established institutional cir-
cles iof agricultural-research placed the work under a cloud. This"sort of
situation should be avoided in .implementing the social impact' assess-
ment pfocedure and, in this respect, the lessons of enyironinental'
impact reporting should be taken very much into consideration.

Maintaining an organization witliin the agricultural units:of the
University will inevitably tend to create pressures for certain types of
results. Since the agicultural sciences community is equivalent to a
client and would be ",paying" for resultt if social impact assessment
waS conducted within the Agricultural Division, it is essential' that an
autonomous procedure be established from 'its inception. -This can _be
accomplished by creating a distinctive...organism, a Predictive and
EValuatrve Methodology Unit, Within the University but outside of the

.. Agricultural Division.
Finally, a minor difference befWeen the Social impact and environ-

k

%nix the quality or the work is so shoddy, and since environmental impact repUrts

almost invariably "prove" what will benefit the paying client, people have a great deal of
skeptieism about them, and this also tramifers to atty ostensible procedure or methodolo-
gy through which they have been created.
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mental impact procedures must be institutionalized in the form of
post-factum evalution. At present the environmental procedure sim-,
ply emphasizes t assessment of impacts and no prOcedures have been
proposed to asNss the validity of amenvironmental impact report. Not
only does this not lead to the development of affy..scieniific validity,
but, more importantly, it leaves the process'of knowledge acetwiutatloto some mysterious experiential process. ..

In contrast, whatIs proposed through the social impact assessment
procedure is a distinctive function, evaluati9n, which will be conducted
on a regular any, systematic, basis. By delineating a specific research
activity and locating this function within a:distinctive and itutonomo0
'unit, the basis for a. cumulative process' in knowledge-development

comes feasible. In this respect, then, social impact assessment is.
significantly different from the environmentql impact procedure.

. In sum then, four major differences are projected between social
and environmental im 't procedures:.1) the social' impact statement

a, creates no basis for i e te action bsis stored for later evaluation
.. altho-Ugh there is a clear u erstanding that, at some stage when the

methodology of social impact assessment improves, the statements will
become the basis for decision making with respect to research priorities;
2) social impact statements are limited in scope and can be exp,cted 4o
be very simple initially and develop sophistication and complei1ty only
with experience; 3) the Univerfity must make technical ad e avail-
able to scientists to facilitate the development of experien in prepar-
ing social impact statements and this function, must be utonomous;and, 4) post-factum evaluation as a systematic and i titutionalized
procedure, autonomously conducted, is ess9ntial.

.

The Dangers and Problems
of Change Strategies .

.Any strategy of change implies a conscioys and deliberate
"tampering" with.the social' system. Though the proposeOtrategies are
new, they are nOt exceptional and in this section we will examine a
number of questions that can and 'should be raised about changeit

28
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orientations. Som'e ofthese dilemmas are related to normativ concerns
within the university, e.g., academic freedom. Others are concerned
with Phe efficaoy of the proposed strategies, For example, whether they. '

existing institutional structure or defleeted fromcan be co-opted b
4heir intent.

Two additiont4
the one 'hand, expe'
mentation, shows th
change, the possibilit
become legitimated an
opted or absorbed by an existing network of institutiosjdj
ships. The problem of co-optation must therefore

1

roblem areas will also have to in confronied. On
ieqce with social change policies 'and their imple-

t when new agencies are 'creited to promote
exists that such innovations, as they seek to
uarry on their assigned functions, can bS co-

n-
ronted. Acon

: coqjoined but separate issue is, focused on the question of goal
deflection. As change is undertaken, experience shows that the original
goal intentions may be.changed as agencies come to grit.is with existing
social realities, particularly as the human and political base on which

e they nave been built changes,
A special problem exists because tht two basic institutions on

which the proposed strategy is developed include the Univdtsity,
known for its stability, the tendency to ignore the need to change, and
the Legislature, peculiar because of Us'sabi'lity over time while answer-
ing to the immediate exigencies of political issues, In particular, the
special characteristics of the Legislature will have to be examifted since
this body is 'projected as the key instrumentality for effecting the pro-,
posed changeS. .

In setting out some of the problems .that will have to be faced in .

undertaking a ehange orientation, we would argue that a sober and real-
istic assessment of The dilemnias must, be confronted. This isA not to
contend that change is impossible; indeed, we are convinced that it can
be accomplished. At the same time we consider it useful to note thef' difficulties that always exist when planned social intervention is under-
taken.

The Issue of Academic Fre*ms.
7 ,

The imrvediate response Trom many indiiiiduals, including
University, administrator, tt suggestions that research Q.r4pntations
might be prioritized and redirected to supporrnew social'goals been
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to raise the issue of academic freedom: When it is contended that
change in research oTiegittitions would benefit society as well as Qte.
University, the-Ztounter-argument is given ,that any such ':.redireetior
of research wcruld, constitute -a violion of the academic fregdom of

.

University faculty.' Accordingly, it is &intended, the present drganiza-
lion of research should remain inutct lest any Interference begin the
dangerous erosion of acadernic freedom...

This argument is not without its Worrisome aspects. Undoubtedly,
the capacity of' the university, as a generic rnstitution in American
society, to retain a considerable degree of autonomy has served it, and
society, well. In addition,Jrom the point of view of those who are part
of the university; the ability to develop their social cri 'cism without
havirig their work impeded by administrators, legislatures r trustees,
has provided significant protection to such critics.19

Clarity should be maintained between 'the differences in acadeniic, freedom, which deals with the 'right of fa'culty members to present
material within the classroom in the manner they believe Jo be
appropriate and to have clear rights to delineate their own research
agendas a nd the availability of funds, through many different mechan-.
jsins, thatlIcan "pull". research in distincti)ie directions: Thus, clear
recognition must be given to the fact that the interests of the nation or ,
the state have influenced the development of academie research. While..
the work of a considerable humber of scholars may re-Main "untainted"
by direction fro external source's, a variety of structural factors have
been develope

It is irdp rtant to note that the entire enterprise of agricultural
the past century to shape research decisions.

t

research has been, shaped by the clear and conscious orientations of
policy-makers, on the die hand, and, researchers and administrators
within the agricultural segments of. the university; on the other. The
need fqr agricultural research to be "useful" tO society by dealing with
conerete, and practical problems encountered by farmers has long been
recogniied as a legitimate reason for intervention in decisioq-ma ing

v.2

°This.' is not to contend, of course, -that the university as in institution has een
wholly perfeq in 'protecting the rights of &Ines in the name of academic freedom. ven
in normal times at some universities, critics find their work impugned "on sch. Indy
grounds," In nmrc difficult times, such as during.the McCarthy period, ale' norm's of
academic freedom failed to protect a considerable number of critics..
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about research." To the extent that researchers, as a collectivity within
a publiely-supported institution, feel conStrained to justify their
existence, this has surely had influences on the research processind

; therefore on academic freedom.
More significantly, the direct intervention of government, usually -

the federal, *influenced the research process by specifying priorities
.

in certain problem areas. The decision to develop the atom bomb ip-the
second world war represents an obvious example. Intervention in the
research process was sufficiently important that the research organiza-
tion was located withjn several universities. Thus, the first atomic reac-
tion took place in a university setting and, even today, major research
it) nuclear applications continues at two separate labratories adtpin-
istered by the University of California, at Los Alamostiand Livermore.-

But intervention in the research process also occurs in other ways.
In,. recent decades, for example, it has become clear that public and
private foundations do not simply support any piece of research, no
matter how useful or important it might be. The larger loundations
shape research decisions by delineating specific program areas within
which research will bee'supported. The present study, for. example,- is
the product of the State of California acknowledging.the importance of
encouraging research in Appropriate Technology. BecauSe funding
becOmeS available in a specified program area, individual researchers

I. respond jo the carrot of research dollars. Thus, while PrOfeasor X
might be interested 'in researching another topic, lhe availability of
funds constitutes a constraint on that person's research decisions. This
is not an unnatural situation, of course, but it iS useful to be reminded
that academic freedom is nstantly in "jebpardy" in the'sense ttiat
very few scholars, if they ant Support; are able to follow the directiOns
they choosliorrespective of xteinal, constraints.

fiThe approach that has teen suggested here should 'be- no more
"threatening" to academic -freedom than any processes which have

IlScc, for example, Rosenberg 1916, Chapters 8-11. Busch and Law also report
thot"thera 13 'Some evidence that southeastern experiment stationo arc more likely to en-

Casio in 'brush fire' research demanded by commodity groups than lire stations in other
parts of the country" (p. 12) Even in Cohibrnia, however, they note that one younger
stir:MINI "reports that hk research .. had been suggested ky his chairman following con-
tact- with a group of growers in the state (p.
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been institutionalized and are currently acceptable in university practice.
While afitrategy of change involving theLegislature and the University
in interaction is 'proposed, the specific 'forms suggested constitute no
more a dimger to academic freedom than cuttently exists. Thus, there
is no intention to suggest legislative. intervention that specifies research
projectis ,or that directs research except in terms of long-range saial
goals.(Sin0 the direction of research towards 'social goals has beconr
traditiomd, no potential threat .to academic freedom exists other than
that which is already normative? society.

'One' potential "threat" to resears0 that might be regarded 'as
"anti-university" is that the develoPment of strategies aimed at prodpc-
ing change in agricultural -research' should not be giVel.over to a Mono-
poly by the university. At present, the university has an essential'
Monopoly .of research dolltirs specified for work in the agricultural sec-
tor. Our proposal specifieS that, under specific and limited conditions',
an alternative possibility should be conceived by the Legislature in
which research funds could be made availabie to external entities which
fulfill the projected goals better should the uniyersity fail to'do so. It is
our contention that if the university fs unable to adapt, to clearly-
delineated social goals, in broad and general terms, than other agencies
should be given the OpPorfunity to serve the needs of society.

The Dangers of Co-optation': a

Unanticipated Consequencek

.Every planned, interventioh ru s the danger of failing to accom-
plish purposes set out and specified b its creators. Co-optation refers to

sthe process by which a Mandate is incóçporated within an organizational
struetureand reformulated to sustain th t structure, countering the ori-
ginal intents Of the mandate.

Human institutions and their embodi ent in formal Organizationt
Ire not always effective instrumektalities de ite the attribution lo them
of ratignality and deliberation.. The sociologic )iterature is replete with
examples of social. interventions, intended for ne purpose ending up
serving almost totally discrepant ones. Here' we ave no intention of,s
,developing,ths argument-in detail other than to cit two relevant cases
as exemplaor pf the dahgers that must be tonfr ted in planne,d.
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nterventions. Our aloice of examples are deliberately selected from
amongst those involving agricultural constituencies although a much
broader range Of examples could have been included.

The TVA 'ase. Whilekthe Tennessee Valleyi Authority was long
held up durin the post-war period:as an example of demoeracy at the

0 ,
grass-roots, in recent ytars, as the TVA has become a nutjor prod4er
of electrical power, if has found itseIC. in diffict4ties with enviromental-,
ists, Appalachian people, and others. TVA's dalection from the grass-
roots intentions Of its founders hag been ampiy documented by Selznick
(1953). Beginning with Merton's (1936) conception of "Unantjcipated
consequences," Serznick demonstrates the way in which a relatively

.broad mandate to develop grass-roots became irilplemented bY the
Authority. Looking for some way to relate to the local communities
within the area of its jurisdiction, theAuthority quickly integrated itself
wisth land-grant colleges and institutions.

Selznitk's discussion demonstrates the consequences-ttiat flowed
from the decision to develop this particUlar grass-roots constituency
rather th in seeking to create a ne one; the TVA became,linkeeto
existing cen rs of' economic power 4nd provided additional resources to
'these cente rather than to other ss-organized constituencies- kvith
greater economic. needs. The process was not without Its internIt
conflicts within the Authority and its staff; the end product ? hoWever,
confounded the intention of the Roosevelt administration by consoli-
dating economic power rather than developing a more equitable distri-;
bution of economic resources.

; Because Selznick saw the intents of the .creatois of TVA as con-

1\
founded, he used the paradigm of unanticipated Consequences Lo
explain the outcomes. While, at one level, this sort of explanation is
satisfactory, at anotner it is wanting. In historical retrospect (which i

\ easier for us than it was perhaps to the founders and implementers of
TWA and to Selznick), it is perhaps simpler to note that when an
entity is created to fulfill a mission, unless itsmandate is specified con-
cretely, there will be h tendency to "fit" the new, organization 0-exist-
ing centers of power. This Conclusion will be further amplified *hen' we

7 discuss the problem or deflection below.
Agricultural Extrasion piul the Farr Bureau. ;This cake has been

drawn fromefairly extensiVe analyses but more particularly from that of
McConnell (1969) and Fiske (1977). Both deal with the formation of,
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1rthe Farm Bureau as a creatitn Of agricultural dxtension repulting from
the adoption, of the Smith-Ldver Act in 1914. McConnell exsonines the

iprocesS 'nationally while Fiske concentratIs on ECalffoinia. Both note
that'the Farm4Bureau *was formed when the newly-dtablished agricul-
tural extension service required' an Organizational 'Means to reach a

ksdcially ahd gphically dispersed potential constituency. Unwillin
to utilize exiMrorganizalions such "its the Grange, the exteifilon
agents built a new Organizational network, ,the Farm Bureau. +iske
shows the specific means by wht-h'' ' this effort quickly became linked to
existing, localized centers, of e ono ic power. Within g short period of .

time, the Farm Bureau emerged as the instrumentality of the more
economically -powerful 1)Armers. While, extension was originally con,4

ceived of a means of strengthening the rural sector, given the-scarce
resources.a aiaible, the need ,to demonstwte results through increased
producti , the imminent pressure§ for food production-of the first
world war, and the antipathy that extension (and USDA) had. toward.
that segment of the .agricultural community involved in protest and
sbcial movement activities, extension became 114ked to existing power
groups. Thus, a process intended 'to develop the rural sector had the
unanticipated conseqtiences of accelerating the process of concentration .

within agriculture. .

These cgsgs illustrate' one dilemma dthat musk be confronted in '
suggesting a process of chonge linked to established intereSts: the
dangers of co-optation. As we set out the speci1t 3'strateefes; we.,ack\
nowledge this dilemrha as a serious problem. At the same time, analysis,
of prior cases suggests the need to anticipute the unaniicipatable. The
co-optive character of large-scale or.ganizations such as the University
and the Legislature shoiild not be underestimated and phins shpuld .be
developed which incorporate these tendencies. ,,..

The Problem of Goal Deflection
Goal deflection involves the reshaping of goals from an ,original

intent to accomodate some existing organization or set of social .

arirgenmeents.
O

strated by
Sundquist 1

Iof il1ustratit4the problem of deflection can.be demon.ring ,t t*c of the War on Poverty (Moynihan 1960;
Larch g ini,nyucflon program in the aftermath of

wo

,
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the Kennedy assassination, the poverty program initially .by-passed
. existinulinkages in the political system by making federal funds avail-

able to local .groups involved ip antipoverty 'actions. The immediate
repercussions of this organizational structure *ere that-local gioups
concerned with changing the distfibution of income in the community
found lesources to carry on their work that were immune frdm the
inigtutipnalized political system. It shotild come as no surprise4 then,
that the mayors of major urban communities rapidly organized to
change tlie way in-whicfrhe war on poverty NW been set up.

The -reaction. or the maysors became concretised in the "Green
Amendment" that was incorporated into the budget 04 thg second year
of the war on poverty. Through the Green Amehdmentthe anOmoly

.of direct funding of local groups by the Office a Economic Opportunity
was brought twder .control bro,requiring the Creation' of community
attion agencies as formal recipients.of funds and by requiring tocal .pol-
Rical jurisdictions to form the community action agencies. The Green
Amendjnent created a significant deflection from.the original program
intentions.:Although the original goals of the war on poverty included

'the elimination of poverty, the goals now became dgflected to inCor-
porate guerilla strusgles within local political jurisdictions. Even if the
Niicon administration had not followed that of Lyndon Johnson. and
eroded the financial base of the war on 'poverty even further, energies
had akeady shifted from external action to involve low-income grdups_
in internecine battle within local level bureaucracies..So cad the war on
povecuo.

f

\\Structural Problems
of- a Legislative Strategy

A major probletn in developing a strategy for.implementing a pro-
gram of Change, in the State Legislature arises from the Legislature
itself, the character of its memberi and staln', and thv processes by.Which it operates.

By the very nature .of their roles, members of the State Legisla-
ture can rarely be experts on a particular topic although many of them
develop experase"in a.considerable humber of general areas. Because of
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.the range- of pioblems they mus confront in voting on a staggering
number of pieces of legislation issues, legislators can rarely dedi-
cate themselves to .single :issues or foci. While Legislative staff
members can focus .naeliVosely on issues and specialize tietter, the

\...sulati7 sorts of structural culties also exist for them.- Another factor
affects the degree to which legitttors can maintain concentration is

related to the electoral process: legiAtors must run for re-election from
time to time and, in the process, occasionally find themselves 4`dis-
elected." .

;These features establish limits on what can, be accomplished
'through a legislative process if change is sought. For'many legislators,
any specific issue, no matter how important it may be to them individu-

.ally, must'be weighed in terms of constituencies: How important is an
-iSstie to which group? What opposition will be engendered? How much
.energy of self and staff can be invested in a cause which may not be
successful, no matter how important or valid the legislauioñ may be?

This creates a situation in the diffiCultie)i of working for
sVal change in an area such as search priorities becomes keriously
problematic. Urban legillators, having diffuse consumer constituencies,
have relatively little at stake, in the direct sense\in making significant
commitMents to developing this sort of political )Drogram. For them,
changing the agricultural research ,priorities within the University -of
California, for example, has little political appeal. At the same time,
because large-scale agricultural interests are well-organized and
integrated with the University's agriculturijLoanization, the possibili-
ties of mobilizing pressures against such l gislati n are considerable.

In developing a s rategy of change based,cn the Legislature, all of
these factors must be' ken into consideration and they underline.the

' hazardous character.of the projected enterprise. At the same time; any
reasonable strategy geared at change must assess the vprious "entry
points" thrqugh which chahge can be effectegl, And in this respect, ,the
'other areas within wNch change be initiated are severely limited. An
"insider's" strategy is projected by liberal elements within the Division
of Agricultur.e. In such an approach, insiders seek tq shift'the resource
allocation process by working within the Division, arguing with esta-
Wished interests, engaging in their own ,forms .of logrolling. But this
process also is fraught with difficulties since the institutionalized
interests within the Division are well-entrenched and oducing change

' 4
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is obtained only n rmniscule increments. 1 ,

. The proees. of 'nstitutional changois complex and the strategy of
seeking change t ugh legislative action is not seen as a single strategy,
but one of severa ipproaches that, if successful, can perhaps produce
long-range and effective change. .

4

k

Conclusion
The particular strategies we have-developed forproduang change

in the research process of the Univessity have been formakated in,ways
that not only protect the integrity of the University as an institUtion and
the academic freedom of the individual scholar, but also in ways that

are traditionally legitimated and that ctfn work towards ,accompiishing
distinctive social goals.

In this proposal, we have not sought to spell out eve 'element of
the process,,gecessary to implement it. Rather, we' be e it to be
essential thtivdebate be engendered over varjous elem tebf 'the propo-
sal, while sufficient detail has been provided in our ar ment so that its
general thrust can be understood. Implementation requires, M any
case,-it legislative procedtlre that would be, as such cedures normally
are, widely consultative. What- is, important is t t a digcussion begin
on the development of a change strategy. Asnsv argued in the introduc-
tion, the increased dissatisfaction with the social outcomes of,research
demonstrate that some new means inupt be effecied to produce deerern
social outcomes.than those to which we have become accustomed. The
present proposal-constitutes, we hope, a contribution to .the develop-

' menjifcrategy of change.
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